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Note: Georgian letters may not show properly on older devices. It is recommended to first download

the sample to ensure that the text renders properly before purchasing.Learning to read a language

with a foreign alphabet can be an intimidating challenge. Even before you can start to study the

vocabulary and grammar, you must first decipher this strange new script.But learning a new

alphabet does not have to be so difficult.Other language courses start by showing a table of the

alphabet and then immediately proceed to dialogues and grammatical descriptions. This is not the

ideal way to teach a foreign alphabet, and this approach causes many students to get frustrated and

give up before they start.Instead of that approach, Learn to Read Georgian in 5 Days teaches each

letter of the Georgian alphabet in a systematic way while providing enough practice along the way to

ensure the student learns the entire alphabet.With this system you will be able to read the Georgian

alphabet in only 5 days or less!In addition to the alphabet, this course teaches more than 150 real

Georgian words that were carefully selected to be of maximum benefit to beginning language

students. These are the words that you need right away.Download a copy of Learn to Read

Georgian in 5 Days today and start to enjoy the language and culture of Georgia in a way that only

reading the language makes possible.
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I really enjoyed this book. It does exactly what it promises - it will help you to read (I.e.decipher)

Georgian script within 5 days. If you're looking for a full-on language course, then this book isn't for

you. However if you're looking to make reading Georgian script simple then this book does just that

and makes it a lot easier than what I thought it would be. I went through it in one day and am

amazed at how much I've picked up. The author does give some tips on pronunciation and so forth,

but the aim is really to learn how to read the script and I think this book does a great job of it.

Sentences I couldn't read this morning I can now read - I'm really impressed. The list of words at the

back is a great bonus and is a mini-vocabulary builder which is a lovely touch.

It took me two days. This is a very easy intro to the Georgian alphabet. I am currently living in Tbilisi

and learning to speak Georgian, but I used this book before I arrived to get a jumpstart!

it has been a challenge to find study/course materials for this most beautiful and unique language.

it's great to run across something that doesn't cost 128$us!

Excellent product.

Not sure if this will help but some of the writer's tips were beyond the point. I had already learned

about 3/4 of the alphabet and felt my own system was better. It did not help me with the remaining

letters I just could not master

The book is very brief and simple but does the trick. I prefer how this book transliterates to the Latin

alphabet over more academic books I've tried reading.
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